Abstract: Scaling is essential issue in understanding and predicting landscape pattern and ecological process in ecological research. As a significant indicator and ecological parameter affected by urbanization in urban ecosystem, landscape pattern and ecological process of urban heat island ( UHI ) and its relationship between others ecological factors are scale鄄 dependent. The latest studies demonstrated that landscape metrics provides an effective method in quantifying UHI pattern.
However, issues concerning UHI are highly complex and variable. The study of impacts of changing scale on UHI should be strengthened. A common objective of scale related research in UHI is to find the underlying mechanisms by use of the selected scales. The purpose of this study is to identify the scale characteristics and scale domain of UHI pattern, and provide basic information for pattern analysis and scaling in UHI research.
In this paper, taking Pearl River Delta as an example region, we obtained land surface temperature ( LST) from
Landsat TM by mono -window algorithm. Then mean鄄standard deviation method was employed to transform LST into thematic map of thermal categories. The basic spatial unit is 30m. By the scale with pixels on side of the grid cell, 2、3、4、 
